Dear John Nolte: OcasioCortez’s ‘Techno-Futurism’ Is
Technocracy, NOT Fascism
A recent article on Breitbart by Editor-at-large John Nolte concluded
that Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’ (D-NY) Green New Deal is Fascism:
In order to grab more and more control over our lives, she’s selling
a lie about being able to organize and control human nature
through altruistic automation and altruistic taxes and an altruistic
government that knows what’s best for you. There is another name
for this…
Fascism.
Thank you, John, for not calling it Communism, but it isn’t Fascism
either.

It’s Technocracy.
Nolte writes,
Later in her talk, Ocasio-Crazy reveals what she means by this buzzphrase “infinite resources:”
“Capitalism is based on scarcity and what happens when there
is enough for everyone to eat, what happens when there is
enough for everyone to be clothed, then you have to make
scarcity artificial. And that is what has happened. We have
created artificial scarcity and that is why we are being driven
to work 80 hours a week when we are being our most
productive at any point in American history. We should be
working the least amount we’ve ever worked if we were
actually paid based on how much wealth we were producing.
But we’re not. We’re paid on how little we’re desperate enough
to accept, and then the rest is skimmed off and given to a
billionaire.”
This is even beyond socialism and capitalism, which are based on
the idea the “workers” are in charge.
Ocasio-Crazy wants to sell us the snake oil of a world where
workers are no longer necessary, where if we surrender to
automation, we won’t have to work. You see, the robots will produce
the goods we need, complete the services we need, and the
government will support us by taxing the robot-staffed companies
producing those goods.
The idea of ‘”infinite resources” comes directly from the original
Technocracy economic model dreamed up by Columbia University
engineers and scientists in the 1930s. It was crackpot then, just as it is
crackpot today.
However, OCM is channeling Sustainable Development directly from the
United Nations. It is obvious that her talking points parallel the UN’s 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) In my books, Technocracy
Rising: The Trojan Horse of Global Transformation and Technocracy:

The Hard Road to World Order, I extensively document how Sustainable
Development is also warmed-over Technocracy from the 1930s: Both are
resource-based economic systems designed to replace Capitalism and
Free Enterprise.
In fact, there has never been an alternative economic system in the
world designed from scratch to replace the price-based economic system
– except for Technocracy.
You have one observation that is exactly correct, John, and that is
“Ocasio-Crazy’s America is one where no one has to do anything; the
machines and the government do it all.” That’s Technocracy, pure and
simple.
Americans rejected Technocracy in the 1940s, and we can do it again,
but not if citizens don’t have a clue as to what it is.
John, I would be happy to send you copies of both of my books on
Technocracy and you can judge for yourself what Ocasio-Crazy is up to.
Just fill out the contact form here…

